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Against a Mast erpiece 

Max Kommerell, Der Dichter als Fuhrer in der deutschen Klassik [The Poet as 
Leader in German Classicism) : Klopstock, Herder, Goethe, Schiller, Jean Paul, 
Holder/in (Berlin: Georg Bondi, 1928 ) ,  486  pages. 

If there were such a thing as a German conservatism worth its salt, it would 
have to regard this book as its Magna Carta. But none has existed for eighty 
years now. Hence, we are probably not far from the truth if we say that 
Kommerell is unlikely to have received a more comprehensive critique than 
this one, which comes from another direction. This book provides the critic 
with one of those rare and memorable occasions when no one questions 
him about the book's quality, its stylistic form, or the author's qualifications. 
We have no reservations about any of these things. Seldom has literary 
history been written like this: with the diverse approaches, the sharp-edged, 
impenetrable surface of that symmetrical, adamantine certitude which we 
have long since come to recognize as the George school's Black Stone of 
Kaaba. 1  From the praise of blood, the contempt for music, and the hatred 
of the mob, down to the love of young boys, there is not a single motif that 
is not invoked either aloud or in a whisper, and that has not grown in 
importance since we last encountered it. The critical maxims, the sense of 
values that even in Gundolf's2 writings had been wheeled out in mastersinger 
style have here been thrown on the scrap heap, or rather melted down in 
the heat of an experience that can afford to renounce the hieratic separation 
of life and work because it approaches both with the same physiognomic 
and-in the strictest sense-unpsychological mode of seeing. For this reason, 
almost everything we find here about individual writers-not so much about 
themselves per se as about their friendships, feuds, meetings, and separa-
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tions-is characterized by its singular precision and boldness. As is so often 
the case in horoscopes, chiromantic texts, and other esoteric writings, the 
wealth of authentic anthropological insights is astounding. Stefan George's 
theory of the hero should be counted among these occult disciplines. Here 
it throws light on the principal figures in the Weimar court of the Muses
sometimes on a prophetic aspect, other times on a Pan-like aspect, still 
others on a satyr-like or centaur-like aspect. You become aware of just how 
at ease the classical writers were on horseback. 

What is the source of this dynamism in figures that so easily tend to lapse 
into the poses struck by their own monuments ? The author does not confine 
himself to what has actually happened; he even uncovers what didn't hap
pen. This does not mean that he invents it-say, as a vision. Rather, he 
simply and clearly discovers it-namely, as something that in truth did not 
actually happen. His picture of the past emerges against the background of 
what might have been, and it is against this background that what actually 
happened casts its shadow. It is in keeping with this that nothing aims at 
effects and highlights, and that the offbeat and the obscure detail seem to 
have been most consummately shaped. In this book, the great controversies 
have been reproduced for the first time-Jacobi's with the younger writers, 
Herder's with the Weimar Goethe, Schiller's with the Schlegels, Klopstock's 
with the king3-and it is in interaction with them that the friendships of the 
classical period acquire their firm contours. It can be neither expected nor 
desired that the historian of these controversies should abstain from taking 
sides. But the j udgments that are made are symptomatic of the book and 
its hidden intention. Nothing happens by chance here, but few things are 
more illuminating than the annihilation of the two Schlegels in their con
frontation with Schiller. It would be absurd to ask for "historical justice" 
here. Other things are at stake. Romanticism stands at the origin of that 
rebirth of German lyrical poetry accomplished by George. It stands also at 
the inauguration of the philosophical and critical development that has 
turned against that achievement today. Looked at strategically, to nudge 
Romanticism into the background is no idle enterprise, still less a guileless 
one. By denying the origins of its own attitudes, Romanticism simultane
ously denies the forces that proliferate from its core. The Classicism we learn 
about here is a late and very statesmanlike discovery of the George circle. 
It is no accident that a student of Wolters has been the one to undertake 
the task.4 Every dialectical analysis of George's poetry will have Romanti
cism at its heart, while every orthodox hagiography will be best advised to 
downplay Romanticism as much as possible. 

And in fact, with a radicalism unattained by any of its predecessors in 
the George circle, this book constructs an esoteric history of German litera
ture. Only the profanum vulgus will see this as literary history at all; in 
reality, it is a salvation history of the Germans. A history that is enacted in 
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encounters, alliances, testaments and instructions, and that risks collapsing 
at every moment into the apocryphal, the ineffable, and the meretricious . A 
theory of true Germanness and the inscrutable paths of the ascent of Ger
many revolves, pregnant with the future, around the affinity between the 
genius of the Germans and that of the Greeks. Germans are the heirs to the 
mission of Greece; that mission is the birth of the hero. It goes without 
saying that this understanding of the Greeks has been wrenched from every 
historical context and inserted into a mythological force field. Nor is it mere 
coincidence that Kommerell echoes, albeit faintly, a famous passage in a 
letter of Holderlin's about the spirit of Greece and Germany-a passage in 
which he calls for a patriotic literature that is imbued with the tradition of 
the tribe and at the same time inwardly stands at the opposite pole from it, 
and in which he declares that shame is the surest seal of its authenticity.5 
Words that give some idea of the culture that has set in motion the forces 
working here toward the twilight of the Teutonic gods. For runes, interpre
tation, eons, blood, fate6-now that Lechter's sun,7 which once bathed them 
in its glow, has gone to its resting place, they all stand there like so many 
thunderclouds in the sky. It is they who give us the lightning flashes that 
serve as signposts according to which-in the words of Florens Christian 
Rang, the profoundest critic of the cult of the Teutonic since Nietzsche
"the night only embroiders us more darkly: this monstrous world view of 
universal death, instead of universal life . " 8  How feeble, though, and how 
long-winded is the rhetorical thunder that follows ! It booms throughout all 
the books of the George circle. It does not exactly win friends for its 
teachings; its arguments fail to carry conviction if you feel that the speakers 
never run out of breath. "The fact is that all preachers and propagandists
even if they are recruiting for the purest cause and preaching of nothing but 
love-leave you feeling empty because they treat everyone, even the richest 
man, as so much fodder for their intentions. "  -Something of this insight, 
which Kommerell formulates so magisterially and which Goethe was des
tined to learn from Lavater, is transmitted to the reader by Kommerell's own 
book.9 The longer you read it, the more his image of Hellas fades in the 
dazzling light of a morning " in which youth senses the birth of a new nation 
in glowing unity and in the clanking of arms that were hitherto buried all 
too deeply. " " Our word 'hero,"' we read in another passage, "has not yet 
passed through this reality . . . But something not yet real surrounds the 
word: if neighboring peoples borrow their word for 'hero' from the Greeks, 
it is we who possess the organic word-stem, and hence the claim to the thing 
it names. But if hero becomes demigod, who would then shy away from the 
hardest hammer and the hottest forge of our future fate ? "  

Grandiloquent imagery? Not at all. It is the clanking of steel runes, the 
dangerous anachronism of sectarian language. This book can be fully un
derstood only by close observation of the relationship of the sects to history. 
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For them, history is never a subject o f  study; it is only an object of their 
claims. They attempt to coopt the past as the seal of their origins or as 
paradigm. In this instance, German Classicism becomes their model . The 
preeminent concern of the author is to construe Classicism as the first 
canonical German insurrection against time-a holy war of the Germans 
against the century, as George himself later proclaimed. It would be one 
thing to argue this thesis; another, to investigate whether this campaign was 
successful; a third, to discover whether it was truly paradigmatic. For the 
author, all these things are inseparable, but the third one has pride of place. 
In other words, he regards the campaign as paradigmatic, and hence declares 
it victorious; ultimately, he loses no sleep over its object, the position of the 
warring parties. But what is their position? Are we justified in reducing this 
complex process-a process that is, as Goethe shows, oppressive in its 
complexity-to the interplay and conflict between the heroic and the banal ? 
There is heroism enough among the classical writers, but in itself it was 
anything but heroic. Its stance was one of resignation. And only Goethe 
proved able to sustain it to the end without being broken by it. Schiller and 
Herder were destroyed by it. And those who remained outside Weimar
Holderlin not the least of them-hid their heads from this "movement. " 
Goethe's opposition to his age was that of a born leader of conservative 
tendencies. Yet what he wished to restore stemmed not from any classical 
past but from a geological antiquity of pristine power-indeed, from the 
most ancient natural relations themselves. For his part, Schiller constructed 
his opposition in historical terms. His conservatism was a matter of moral 
sensibility, and far removed from any fundamental spontaneity. Kommerell 
knows all this as well as anyone. But it means nothing to him. It is as if 
Antiquity, and indeed the whole of history, had come to an end with 
Napoleon, the last hero. 

The greatness of this book is of course wholly bound up with such 
anachronisms. For it revives the great Plutarchan style of biography once 
more. At the same time, Kommerell's distance from the more recent, fash
ionable form of biography as practiced by Emil Ludwig is even greater than 
from Gundolf's history of the poets. 10  Plutarch presents his heroes to the 
reader pictorially, even paradigmatically, but always externally. Ludwig 
attempts to interiorize them, for the sake of the reader, but even more for 
the sake of the writer. He incorporates them into himself; he consumes them, 
and nothing remains. This is the secret of their success: they provide every 
reader with an " inner Goethe," an " inner Napoleon. "  Yet just as it has been 
wittily but correctly claimed that there are few people who have not at some 
point in their lives just missed becoming a millionaire, we may also say that 

··� most people have not lacked the opportunity to become great men. Ludwig's 
cleverness consists in his ability to lead the reader back over slippery paths 
to these turning points, and to show them that their worn-out, colorless 
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existence really has the great format o f  a heroic life .  When Kommerell 
evokes the image of Goethe, it does not even breathe the same air as the 
reader, let alone share his mood. Thus, while giving an account of Goethe's 
early years, Kommerell can grant Der Wanderer und seine Gesellen [The 
Wanderer and His Companions] the status of a commentary on Dichtung 
und Wahrheit [Poetry and Truth] . To think of Goethe's early years as a 
process of coming to terms with contemporary forms of leadership is more 
than illuminating. Here we find the basis for his discussion of the poet's 
relationship with Karl August [duke of Weimar] , which Kommerell has 
declared to be the exemplary case of education and personality formation 
in Goethe, and whose influence he still detects in Goethe's relations with 
Napoleon and Byron-a passage that ranks among the few inspired pieces 
that have been written about Goethe's life .  No one will expect the relation
ship between the ruler and the poet to be given a historical treatment here, 
rather than a timeless, mythological one, nor will anyone call for a descrip
tion of the specificities of the German state around 1 780 .  What Kommerell 
provides is sufficient. The tone in which Schelling addresses the old Goethe 
in his letters is marked by such respect that it takes your breath away; even 
death failed to lift any of its burden. In such passages the "interpretation" 
has undergone an inversion and, at the pinnacle of its boldness and success, 
has achieved a simple, objective, incorruptible reading. This author collects 
lived hours the way another might collect antiques. Not that he talks about 
them; you see them because of the knowing, exploratory, reverent, involved, 
testing, inquiring way he turns each around in his hand, examining it from 
every side, conferring on it not the false life of empathy but the true life of 
tradition. Closely related to this is the author's own bent: that of a collector. 
For whereas with the systematic thinker the positiv e and negative are always 
cleanly separated, worlds apart from each other, here preferences and an
tipathies lie close together. The author picks out a single poem from a cycle, 
a single moment in an existence, and he makes very sharp distinctions 
between people and ideas that seem very closely related. 

The extent of Kommerell's inability to venture a "redemption" of Classi
cism is best seen in the chapter " Legislation. "  Not for nothing does it show 
how absolutely we are estranged from what provided Goethe with his 
revelation of classical art on his Italian journey; it reveals just how much 
rococo lies concealed even in Goethe's work and how unacceptable are the 
model works of art on which he based his criticism, even if that criticism 
itself still stands up. Kommerell's picture of Classicism, insofar as it is of 
permanent value, lives on the basis of the claim to authority he recognizes 
in it. But the impotence of that claim is as much a part of that picture as 
its title. "To this day, "  the author writes, "the average educated person has 
failed to understand completely the essential features of Weimar culture, and 
his beggar's pride seeks to cover his shameful nakedness with the theological, 
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philosophical, musical cloak that consists in  declaring he  i s  unconcerned 
about physical appearance. "  If this is true-and it is true-Weimar Classi
cism must contain great scope for misunderstanding, not to say ambiguity, 
at its heart. Scope for misunderstanding-to such a frightening degree that 
when the philistines resolutely turned their backs on the most precious 
heritage of the nation, they did so in the name of Schiller, and that it required 
a Nietzsche to raise doubts about the possibility of reconciling the spirit of 
Weimar and that of Sedan. 1 1  

I t  i s  consistent only if  the author's concluding remarks about Classicism 
are consigned to the realms of destiny and the stars: 

Thus, we were endowed with a destiny difficult to decipher, more so than any 
other nation: dual authority and a dual moment, an open one and a secret one. 
The destruction of Holderlin by the spirit of the age-although coinciding with 
this in terms of strict chronology--comes into a different eon: his moment is 
no less valid, but has a different focal point from Goethe's, and Jean Paul's 
dream figures appear anemic only until their terrestrial brothers actually tread 
our soil. All this amazing activity took place in Germany within two decades; 
and in our heavens can be seen, simultaneously, the sun, a dawn, and the eternal 
stars. 

This is true, beautiful, and important. Nevertheless, confronted by this 
openly flowery-passionately flowery-gaze, we must declare our prefer
ence for the uhvarnished truth, for a laconic conception of the seminal, of 
fertility; and this means opting for the realm of theory and bidding farewell 
to the world of "vision" [Schau] . If images are timeless, theories certainly 
are not. It is not tradition but their vitality that determines their worth. The 
authentic image may be old, but the authentic idea is new. It is of today. 
Admittedly, this "today" may be paltry. But whatever form it takes, our task 
is to seize it by the horns so that we can interrogate the past. It is the bull 
whose blood must fill the grave if the spirits of the departed are to appear 
at its edge. It is this deadly thrust of ideas that is absent from the works of 
the George circle. Instead of offering up sacrifices to the present, they avoid 
it. Every critique must contain some militant element; it, too, knows the 
daemon of battle. A critique that is nothing but vision loses its way, and 
deprives literature of the interpretation it owes it, and of the right to grow. 
Nor should we forget that if criticism is to achieve anything, it must 
absolutely affirm its own claims. Perhaps it must even claim the highest rank 
for itself-as do the Brothers Schlegel in their theories. Such claims are 
worlds away from this author. In his view, the critic is " forever denied the 
creative innocence of the artist. " The disciple of Stefan George cannot admit 
the carefree verity that innocence never preserves creativity, but that crea
tivity constantly produces innocence. 

This salvation history of the Germans concludes with a chapter on 
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Holderlin.  The image o f  the man that unfolds here i s  a fragment o f  a new 
life of the saints, and can no longer be assimilated into any historiography. 
Its almost unbearably dazzling contours lack any of the shading or nuance 
that theory might have provided. But this is not its purpose. Kommerell's 
intention was to erect a warning about the future of Germany. Overnight, 
ghostly hands will write a sign saying "Too Late ! "  in huge letters. Holderlin 
was not of the breed that is resurrected, and the country whose seers 
proclaim their visions over corpses is not his. This land can become Ger
many once again only when it is purified, and it cannot be purified in the 
name of Germany-let alone the " secret Germany" that ultimately is noth
ing but the arsenal of official Germany, in which the magic hood of invisi
bility hangs next to the helmet of steel . 12 

Published in Die literarische Welt, August 1930. Gesammelte Schriften, III, 252-259. 
Translated by Rodney Livingstone. 

Notes 

1 .  " George school" refers to the circle of conservative intellectuals around the poet 
Stefan George ( 1 868-1 933 ) ,  whose high-modernist verse appeared in such vol
umes as Das Jahr der Seele (The Year of the Soul; :i. 897) ,  and Der siebente Ring 
(The Seventh Ring; 1 907) .  George's attempt to "purify" German language and 
culture exerted a powerful influence on younger poets. The Kaaba is the building 
in the Great Mosque at Mecca that houses the Black Stone, a meteorite that was 
the object of worship before Muhammad. 

2 .  Friedrich Gundolf (pseudonym of Friedrich Gundelfinger; 1 8 80-193 1 )  was a 
prominent literary critic, a professor at Heidelberg, and a disciple of Stefan 
George. For Benjamin's attacks on Gundolf, see the essays " Comments on Gun
dolf's Goethe" and " Goethe's Elective Affinities" in Volume 1 of this edition. 

3 .  Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi ( 1 743-1 8 1 9 )  was a novelist of the late Enlightenment 
whose best-known work is Waldemar ( 1 779 ) .  Johann Gottfried von Herder 
( 1 7  44-1 803 ), philosopher, historian, and theologian, first met Goethe in Stras
bourg in the 1 770s; he later became the court pastor in Weimar. Friedrich Gottlieb 
Klopstock was the most important lyricist of the eighteenth century before 
Goethe. His lyrical odes, composed between 1 747 and 1 780,  remain widely 
influential. 

4. Friedrich Wolters ( 1 876-1 930 )  was a German historian and an early member of 
George's circle. 

5. Benjamin alludes here to Holderlin's often-cited letter to his friend Bohlendorff, 
dated December 4, 1 8 0 1 .  

6 .  Benjamin parodies the cult o f  old Germanness (a  cult embraced b y  the George 
school) by using a series of archaic words that purport to evoke the Teutonic 
spirit. 

7. Melchior Lechter ( 1 865-1 937) ,  German painter and book illustrator, was the 
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member of  the George school charged with overseeing the first editions of 
George's works. 

8 .  Florens Christian Rang, Deutsche Bauhutte: Ein Wort an uns Deutsche uber 
mogliche Gerechtigkeit gegen Belgien und Frankreich und zur Philosophie der 
Politik [German Master-Builder's Huts: A Word to Us Germans on the Possi
bility of Justice toward Belgium and France and on the Philosophy of Politics] 
(Leipzig: Eberhard Arnold, 1 924 ), p.  5 1 .  Rang, a conservative intellectual, was 
one of Benjamin's most important conversational partners in the mid-1 920s. 

9 .  Johann Kaspar Lavater ( 1 741-1 8 0 1 ) ,  preacher and theorist of physiognomy, 
was befriended by Goethe in 1 794; Goethe broke off the relationship in 1786 
and ridiculed his former friend in  Faust, returning to  a more balanced assess
ment only in Dichtung und Wahrheit. 

10 .  Emil Ludwig (pseudonym of Emil Cohn; 1 8 8 1-194 8 )  blended empirical re
search and fictional narration in his popular biographies; his highly successful 
biography of Goethe appeared in 1 920.  

1 1 .  Marking the end of the first phase of the Franco-German war, the Battle of 
Sedan on September 1 ,  1 8 70, led to the capture and fall of Napoleon III and 
the proclamation of a new French Republic. 

12 .  The George circle thought of itself as the " secret Germany" that upheld properly 
German values against the onslaught of modernity. The slogan lasted down to 
the bomb plot of Count Stauffenberg against Hitler, and beyond. 




